
 

V5 Digital receives Silver Certification in SharpSpring
Partner Certification Program

V5 Digital, a leading digital marketing agency based in Windhoek, Namibia - serving customers around the globe - obtained
silver-level certification in SharpSpring's partner certification program. Through this program, SharpSpring, Inc.
(NASDAQ:SHSP), a global provider of cloud-based marketing and email software solutions, empowers its partners to
become experts in marketing automation and rewards top performers with referrals, certification badges and additional
resources.

V5 Digital met all of the requirements within the silver tier of the certification program, demonstrating an exceptional level of
expertise in marketing automation and the SharpSpring platform. With this certification, V5 Digital is more equipped to help
clients drive qualified leads, convert more of those leads to sales and optimise the ROI of their marketing campaigns.

“Agencies that are leaders in marketing automation are also far more likely to become leaders in the digital marketing
industry,” said Rick Carlson, CEO of SharpSpring. “When a partner goes the extra mile to obtain this level of certification,
we know they truly understand the value of marketing automation and that they’re committed to driving the highest results
for their clients.”

"We have been utilising SharpSpring for over two years and are amazed by its powerful features, continuous innovation
and development, and competitive price point. We believe that with SharpSpring, we have a formidable product to help our
clients on the path to customer success," said Armin Wieland, founder of V5 Digital
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About V5 Digital



V5 Digital, a leading digital marketing agency based in Windhoek, Namibia - serving customers around the globe.

At V5 Digital we are passionate about: Digital Strategy | Web Development | Chatbots | Marketing Automation and CRM |
Programmatic Display Ads | Design Thinking and Ideation | Digital Market Research | Digital Transformation | Social Media
Strategy – Management – Content and Design – Listening

About SharpSpring, Inc.

SharpSpring, Inc. (NASDAQ: SHSP) is a rapidly growing, highly-rated global provider of affordable marketing automation
delivered via a cloud-based software-as-a-service (SaaS) Platform. Thousands of businesses around the world rely on
SharpSpring to generate leads, improve conversions to sales and drive higher returns on marketing investments. Known for
its innovation, open architecture and free customer support, SharpSpring offers flexible monthly contracts at a fraction of
the price of competitors making it an easy choice for growing businesses and digital marketing agencies. Learn more at
sharpspring.com.
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V5 Digital

We solve business challenges by providing digital marketing strategy and tech solutions to help our customers
and clients reach and excite their customers and consumers.
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